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F1 The primary colours are red, yellow and blue           
Lines can bumpy, zigzag, curvy and dotty           
F2 I can include the key human features in a drawing of a person           
I can name some soft and some hard materials           
A painting of a place is called a landscape           
Y1 I can include the key human face features in a drawing           
I can say how art makes me feel (subject,colour,shape,techniques)           
I know what malleable means           
I know what a collage is           
I know the difference between soft (B) and hard (H) pencils           
Y2 A drawing, painting or sculpture of a face is a portrait           
Art papers have different weights and textures           
The secondary colours are green, purple and orange and can be made 
by mixing primary colours together 

          

Y3 Sketches are quick drawings to inspire a final piece of art           
Malleable materials are easy to change into a new shape           
I know what warp and weft means (weaving)           
I know which pairs of colours are contrasting           
I can add texture using hatching, cross hatching and shading           
I can name at least 2 famous artists           
Y4 I know some different printing techniques           
Stitches include running stitch, cross stitch and blanket stitch           
I know which colours are ‘warm’ or ‘cold’ and the feelings they create           
I know clay techniques: Coiling, pinching, slab construction, sculpting           
Historical art give clues through symbolism, colours and materials used           
Y5 Relief sculpture projects from a flat surface           
Paper art can be casting, decoupage, collage, marbling and origami           
A tint is a colour mixed with white, a shade is mixed with black           
I can name some artistic movements           
Y6 Distortion is an alteration to the original shape           
Abstract art doesn’t depict the world realistically           
I know the key features of some artistic movements           
Perspective is representing 3D objects on a 2D surface           



 
 


